
Orthofix in its recent press release, said, it has entered into an agreement 

with eNeura on a potential acquisition in next 18 months, an announce-

ment which drove its shares to record high. Texas based diversified 

medtech company provides reconstructive and regenerative orthopedic 

solutions to physicians around the globe. And as a part of buyout agree-

ment, committed USD 15 million of funding, amount that eNeura will use 

for Spring TMS commercialization. Spring TMS is non-invasive TMS 

device used in treatment of pains associated  with migraine. 

Simavita closes AUD $ 8.3 million 

funding round  
Option of eNeura buyout and restated financials takes Orthofix 

shares to new high 

More Details 

Hearing aid devices are quiet expensive and go up to USD 2000/pc. Go-

ing by the average pay scale of people in both developed and emerging 

markets, the price tag jumps the economical bar by leaps and bounds. 

Under this situation, if had to say, that there exists a free app which 

delivers, just as good solution as device, I am sure you would be taken 

back. App that we are referring to goes by the name BioAid and delivers 

hearing solution to patients who own an I Phone. With features ranging 

from flat hearing loss to high frequency hear loss solution, apps cover the 

entire gamete of patient scenarios in its recently launched version. 

Though there are certain glitches around apps usage during phone calls 

and sound clarity, it still provides patients with a backup plan for situa-

tions where there hearing aid device run into some sort of trouble. Best 

part of the entire deal is- App is free of cost and is just a click away on 

your Apple store. 

App transforming I Phone into a hearing aid launched 

More Details 

Sydney based maker of smart in-

continence devices, Simavita, ac-

cording to recent article on Mar-

ketwatch closed AUD$ 8.3 million 

funding round from sophisticated 

and institutional investors. The 

company plans to use the collected 

cash for commercialization of its 

technology in US and European 

market. It also intends to increase 

the head count of product distribu-

tors in Europe, a move which is in 

par with its future growth plans. 

Simavita along with fund inflow has 

brought Ward Ferry on board; an 

achievement, which company be-

lieves would strengthen its plat-

forms market perception. 
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